
The Attune Healings Centre 
is honoured to welcome 

Christine Morrison
for 5 Glorious days presenting 
Music to Soothe the Soul

Christine Morrison is a unique Australian musician, sound healer, 
composer and teacher. She composes music specifically to soothe the 

soul, using her classical piano training and angelic voice to restore                     
harmony, balance and energy.

Having earned a Bachelor of Education and A.Mus.A (Piano),            
Christine’s life changed forever fifteen years ago when she was diagnosed 
with chronic fatigue. She was guided to work with sound & colour, and 
found that composing music played an enormous part in her recovery.             
She quickly discovered that other people also responded deeply to her 

music, enjoying the same benefits of healing, relaxation, and discovery of 
their own untapped potential that she herself had enjoyed.

Bookings Essential: 07 5351 1965

Come and take part of these wonderful and magical days 
when Christine takes you on a journey

Wed 28th July – Sound Circle 7 – 8.30pm ($20.00 per person)
Use Sound & Colour to balance your energy and align your bodies in this Ancient healing therapy.

Connect with your Soul, and remember how to work with sound using your voice,                                          
ancient instruments and colour. Chant and sing songs that warm the Heart & nurture the Soul.

No music experience required, just a yearning to connect with your Heart and to receive Peace and Love.

Thurs 29th & 30th July - Soul Impression CD individual (1 hour session) ($150 p/session)
Christine plays your own Soul music, guiding you to reconnect with your soul and the Divine. Recorded on

CD for you to continue your healing in your own time. Christine’s music specializes with the soul. It is 
about connecting with the soul – the soul connection with self, with others and the Divine.                                 

When you have this soul connection, you can function more optimally in your feeling bodies, therefore 
having a far more meaningful relationship with your self and others.                                                                          

The sounds and music you hear are you Soul sounds and music.
It is like a catalyst that helps to gently guide you towards the changes you desire. The sounds connect you 
to other realms and dimensions and to the music of the spheres. The music also helps to cleanse and align 

all subtle bodies. Your inner transformational music will deliver whatever you desire. Many parts of you are 
expressed through the music. It gently transforms the heavier, darker side to the light being you are 

providing insights and inspiration helping you to reflect and move on. Christine has the ability to see your 
light, your soul, helping you to bring your gifts and talents to the fore.                                                                          

Each composition is individual, unique and recorded on CD especially for you.

Sat 31st July – Sun 1st Aug – “The Sounds of your Angels” ($240 per person)  
Christine will guide you to express your Soul Voice from deep within, enabling you to access your ancient 

knowledge and have a stronger connection with your intuition.
Through expressing your sounds, you will be aligned with the higher vibrations of the Angelic and Devic 
realms.Using Sound, Music, Aura Soma and Colour, allow yourself to be immersed in Divine light.  You will 
feel a deep sense of peace and a knowing that you are surrounded by unconditional warmth & Love.

Experience a deeper connection with your heart, allowing Divine Love to flow through your whole being.
Become one with the Angels and all there is.

Vibrations of Peace and Love will be sent out to the universe.
Bookings Essential: 07 5351 1965


